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Having recently completed a kitchen reno, I still
can’t believe what a positive difference the new
layout has made in my family’s lives. We were fortunate to have placed our orders before the pandemic
delays, and I attempted to master the grill when my
kitchen was demolished just days before the shutdown. A little more than a year after completion,
there are many times when I can’t remember what it
was like before or how I even functioned: a closedoff ‘70s kitchen with about two feet of workable
counterspace. I still remember my mother-in-law
telling me when we first bought our house more than
20 years ago that a closed-off kitchen was a blessing when you have company but your kitchen isn’t
tidy! Now I count my blessings every day for my
open kitchen and 12.5-foot island (that is rarely, well,
never tidy and that’s OK). And truthfully, had it not
been for appliances breaking, I could have survived
with my former kitchen where everyone still gathered in spite of the cramped quarters. But I sure do
appreciate my new one. Read on to discover more
homeowners who had the same kitchen revelations.

Trisha Doucette
Editor

ON THE COVER:
Craig McMahon Architects and NR Interiors preserved many
features in a craftsman-inspired home, including the flooring
and architectural details in a cozy family room.
Photography by Matthew Niemann. Page 30.
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designers and showrooms,
visit HomeDesignDecorMag.com.

ETCH DESIGN GROUP, PHOTO BY CATE BLACK

DWELL

RECOGNITION

AUSTIN
EVERY YEAR, THE AUSTIN CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE REMODELING
INDUSTRY (NARI) AWARDS CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR (COTY) AWARDS FOR
REMODELING PROJECTS THAT STAND OUT IN THE INDUSTRY. CONTRACTORS FOR FIVE
COUNTIES IN CENTRAL TEXAS ENTER PROJECTS, AND JUDGING IS BASED ON PROBLEM
SOLVING, FUNCTIONALITY, AESTHETICS, CRAFTSMANSHIP, INNOVATION, DEGREE OF
DIFFICULTY AND ENTRY PRESENTATION. CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2021 WINNERS!

REMODEL BOUTIQUE

2021 CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR

BES BUILDERS
Photography by Heather Bonham

Photography by Drew Lankes

Residential Kitchen
$30,000 to $60,000

Residential Kitchen under $30,000

Residential Addition under $100,000

Residential Interior Element
under $30,000

Residential Bath $25,000 to $50,000

Entire House under $250,000

Entire House $250,000 to $500,000
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CG&S DESIGN-BUILD

Photography by Ryan Davis

Residential Kitchen $60,000 to $100,000

Residential Interior $100,000 to $250,000

Residential Bath $50,000 to $75,000

Residential Interior $250,000 to $500,000

Residential Landscape
Design/Outdoor Living under $100,000

REALTY RESTORATION, LLC/
TWELVE STONES DESIGNS, LLC
Photography by Avery Nicole
Residential Bath under $25,000
Universal Design – Bath
Residential Bath $75,000 to $100,000

Entire House $500,000 to $750,000

RISHER MARTIN
FINE HOMES
Photography by Chase Daniels
Residential Kitchen over $150,000
Residential Interior over $500,000
Entire House over $1,000,000

Q CONSTRUCTION
SOLUTIONS
Residential Interior under $100,000

URBANE DESIGN STUDIOS,
Designer
Q CONSTRUCTION
SOLUTIONS, Builder
Commercial Exterior
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STYLE

Packing A
PUNCH

BY JENNY WEBSTER JURICA | PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF DON STRANGE OF TEXAS, INC.

PUNCH BOWLS ARE ABOUT AS
SOUTHERN AS THEY COME AND —
GET EXCITED — BECAUSE PUNCH
BOWLS ARE MAKING A COMEBACK!
If you have spent any time in the South, chances are you
have attended an event that featured a delicious spread of
dainty finger sandwiches with the crusts cut off and buttermints in an assortment of baby pinks, greens and yellows.
The centerpiece of the spread was (undoubtedly) a silver
or cut-glass punch bowl, holding a frothy, pastel-colored
punch, made complete with impossibly precious matching
punch cups (because every good Southern hostess has an
antique punch bowl).
While punch bowls are ubiquitous among the Southern
“shower” scene, the appeal of the communal vessel holding
many spirited concoctions is just as popular today, coming
full circle from its original intended use. According to David
18 H O M E D E S I G N & D E C O R A U S T I N - S A N A N T O N I O
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Wondrich, author of the book, Punch, the festive beverage
was first introduced in Europe in the 17th century when
(legend has it that) a European, who was stationed in India
with the British East India Company, wrote home about a
beverage that he had experienced. This beverage, called by
the Hindu word “Panch,” (which means “five”) reportedly
symbolizes the five ingredients that make a good punch:
citrus, spirits, sugar, water and spice.
Panch became the drink of choice in the midst of the
British Indian Trade, when beer and wine were often hard
to come by. In an effort to make their own wine, people
began adding water, sugar, citrus and spices to alcoholic
spirits. What followed was a beverage with a similar drinkability to wine, but with different variables and ingredients
that could be customized to create a unique drink.
So, the concept of punch landed in England, where this
communal beverage was well received and suddenly, punch
and the punch bowls that held this new, irresistible beverage became the center of social events. Punch traveled

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022

over to America with the first colonists, where silversmiths
perfected the craft of creating intricate silver punch bowls
for the wealthiest new Americans, and soon, punch was a
staple of every respectable social function up and down the
Eastern and Southern coasts.
Punch bowl enthusiast and collector, Di-Anna Arias first
became enamored with punch bowls about 20 years ago.
Arias, who is the Vice President
of Sales and Culinary Vision for
Don Strange of Texas, Inc., was
planning a brunch for a family in
San Antonio at the family’s midcentury modern home. Arias and
Don Strange were shopping at
a vintage store when they saw a
very unique mid-century punch
bowl in the same color scheme
as the event that they were planning. Arias fell in love with the
set and it became the center-

ing up, we knew that it was a special day if the punch bowl
set was getting cleaned for use,” remembers Arias.
When asked which punch bowl from her collection is her
favorite, Arias struggled to whittle her collection down to
just one beloved piece. But there are a few that hold a special
place in Arias’ heart. Included in her short list is a beautiful punch bowl that was given to Arias from a dear friend’s
mother. The mother presented
the punch bowl set to Arias because she knew that Arias would
appreciate it and keep it safe.
Today, that punch bowl is a centerpiece in Arias’ office. “I smile
every time I see that punch bowl
in my office and think of the
lovely parties and celebrations
that it was a part of.”
Arias also has an Anchor
Hocking Royal Ruby punch
bowl set that belonged to a

piece of the mimosa station at this particular party. After the
event, Mr. Strange gifted the punch bowl set to Arias, where
today she proudly displays the set in her home.
Arias estimates that she now owns about 10 punch bowl
sets. “The problem with 10 punch bowl sets is finding room
to store 10 punch bowl sets,” laughs Arias.
While the mid-century punch bowl set holds a special
place in her heart, it wasn’t Arias’ first punch bowl. Arias
explained that her first punch bowl set was part of her
“hope chest,” which is typically a piece of furniture (Arias’
was a cedar chest), used by unmarried women to collect
household linens, clothing and heirlooms, in preparation
for married life. “My grandmother created a hope chest
for each of her granddaughters,” says Arias. “My hope
chest, along with all of my cousins and sister, included a
punch bowl set. My grandmother felt that a punch bowl
set was a necessity.”
Arias recalls dreamy sherbet punch in hues of pink or
mint green as a party staple during her childhood. “Grow-

special family member. The vibrant, rich red colored glass
set makes it the perfect focal point for Valentine’s Day and
for use during the holiday season.
If you are wondering to yourself, “How would I ever
make use of a punch bowl set in this day and age?” rest assured that punch bowl sets can be used for far more than
just punch. Arias suggests that, due to their sturdiness
and ability to retain cold, silver punch bowls are great for
filling with ice and chilling wine or champagne. Silver or
glass punch bowls are also fabulous to use for floral arrangements and even as serving bowls for salads.
Arias has created many a festive punch in equally-festive
punch bowls during her time at Don Strange Ranch and she
remains just as ardent about the culture of punches and
punch bowls as ever. “Having punches available to guests
creates a wonderful time for people to visit around the punch
bowls. Just the use of a punch bowl brings back so many
wonderful memories and stories. I often overhear people
saying, ‘I’m going to get my punch bowl out and use it!’” u
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PALETTE

Is it BLUE
or PURPLE?
DESCRIBED BY PANTONE AS
“A DYNAMIC PERIWINKLE BLUE WITH A
VIVIFYING VIOLET RED UNDERTONE,”
WHICHEVER COLOR YOU SEE,
VERY PERI ECHOES PAST PURPLES
WITH A MODERN TWIST.
BY TRISHA DOUCETTE

Most often associated with royalty, the color purple is
usually divided into two camps: those that love it and those
that don’t. But since Pantone introduced the 2022 Color of
the Year, Very Peri, be prepared to see more shades of this
vivacious violet. Actually, since 2000, Pantone has selected
variations of this regal color five times, if you count the red
undertones in 2000’s Cerulean Blue and 2016’s Serenity
(which they paired with Rose Quartz, marking the first time
they introduced a duo Color of the Year). 2008 brought Blue
Iris, 2014 had Radiant Orchid and 2018 introduced the richest of purples with Ultra Violet. Leatrice Eiseman, Executive
Director of the Pantone Color Institute, says, “… Pantone
17-3938 Very Peri displays a spritely, joyous attitude and
dynamic presence that encourages courageous creativity and
imaginative expressions.” Sign me up!
For more than 20 years, the Pantone Color of the Year has
influenced product development spanning all areas of design,
including fashion and home furnishings. Color experts at the
Pantone Color Institute study worldwide color influences
in all industries from the arts to fashion and technology to
forecast global trends. 2022 actually marks the first year that
Pantone invented a whole new hue for their Color of the Year
rather than selecting a color from their pre-fixed palette.
Designers have long been embracing shades of bluishpurple in bold applications or pared down versions. Crystal Romero, Lead Designer for Bradshaw Designs in San
Antonio, says, “The official Pantone shade of Very Peri is
naturally a bolder choice for interior spaces, but variations
of that shade have been used for years. It can certainly be
used in a full room for those looking for a bold design, but we
have found that subtle applications of this color throughout
decorative and furnishing pieces work best. Our dining room
design is a prime example of a similar ‘user-friendly’ alternative — a cross between lilac and mauve. This sister shade
still maintains that ‘wow’ factor that we were aiming for but
doesn’t overpower other elements in the room.”
20 H O M E D E S I G N & D E C O R A U S T I N - S A N A N T O N I O
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Austin designer Shannon Eddings of Shannon Eddings
Interiors also prefers variations to the shade, saying, “I’m a
big fan of toning it down a bit and then saturating a room in
the color. Very Peri in its pure form is quite the statement
so a toned-down version would be a great way to highlight a
fun, on-trend color but keep it a bit more timeless.” Eddings
designed a built-in canopy bed for a child’s room, painting it
in Benjamin Moore® Mauve Dessert. “We are getting a lot of
love for this earthy shade of purple that can go both feminine or masculine. We predict seeing more of it this winter
as people are moving toward more color favorites from the
‘80s/‘90s and looking to stay moody in their color schemes.
When it’s dark, the mauve can get very calming and when the
sun is out, the color reads bright and inviting. We like it for
built-in bunks, library bookcases or a small-scale space like a
powder bath (with the trim and ceiling painted in the same
color but different finish),” she explains.
Mark Ashby of Mark Ashby Design in Austin cautions using
certain muted shades of Very Peri. “I suggest full formula
for this color because a lightened version leans toward baby
blue.” He used periwinkle for his clients’ primary suite as
an accent to the blue skies streaming through the luxurious
floor-to-ceiling windows and doors. “The color works to
enliven a neutral, bright white room as shown here or to contrast a richer brown palette with its jeweled hues. Accents of
periwinkle blue add interest, and it has more staying power
than fully saturated walls. Silk curtains and velvet pillows are
a safer bet for a blast of this tone.”
Eddings also prefers implementing the color in textiles.
“A really lovely yellow or green fabric would pair nicely with
a periwinkle trim, or I can see this color on a cool pair of
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BRADSHAW DESIGNS, PHOTO BY STEPHEN KARLISCH

MARK ASHBY DESIGN

X-base benches with a contrast trim floating in an eclectic
living room. This color seems to be just funky enough that
I would likely keep it to accessories unless it is a color my
clients are absolutely in love with.”
Romero agrees, saying her clients wouldn’t shy away from
a bold color choice but would be more open to including
the color in accessories instead of grander applications.
“The placement of this color works beautifully in both
subtle and bold applications, but we have found that clients
tend to gravitate toward pops of this color in a space. Perhaps it feels like less of a commitment and doesn’t overpower the interior design as a whole — think dining chairs,
pillows, vases or artwork.”
Finding accessories in shades of periwinkle will not be
difficult. Pantone partnered with Cariuma to create sneakers for both women and men in the iconic shade. You can
always count on KitchenAid® for a variety of color choices
— see the Blue Velvet and Lavender Cream in Stand Mixers
to add a luscious lavender in your kitchen. West Elm’s Estelle Glassware brings iridescent color to your dining table,
and the list goes on.
Romero suggests homeowners use periwinkle in various ways to complement their current design by pairing it
with green, pink or blue shades. Eddings adds, “Very Peri
would be really lovely paired with any shade of green in my
opinion. I love a jewel tone color combo and can see how
those two would be a match made in heaven — especially
an emerald green.”
22 H O M E D E S I G N & D E C O R A U S T I N - S A N A N T O N I O
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Ashby considers the shade timeless and seasonless,
“Although springtime seems an appropriate time to toss
periwinkle cashmere throws over white slip covered
sofas.” Romero suggests ways to carry the shade through
each season. Resting in the middle of the value scale, neither too dark nor too light, “Very Peri is a versatile shade
that can be paired with many different colors to create
the perfect mood year-round. For example, pairing Very
Peri with white or citron green will make a space feel airy
and playful during the spring and summer months, while
deeper colors like burgundy and navy can add warmth in
cooler seasons.”
So, when 2023 rolls around and Pantone introduces a
new Color of the Year, where does that leave Very Peri? “As
a secondary color, violet will always, in some capacity, be a
part of many interior spaces. So, do we believe Very Peri will
also have longevity? Simple answer, yes; it really comes down
to what it is paired with,” advises Romero. Ashby concludes,
“This beautiful hue is timeless in my opinion.” u
BRADSHAW DESIGNS
210-824-1535 | bradshawdesigns.com
MARK ASHBY DESIGN
512-524-1220 | markashbydesign.com
SHANNON EDDINGS INTERIORS
512-496-7578 | shannoneddings.com
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THE MOON’S DAUGHTERS
THOMPSON SAN ANTONIO - RIVERWALK

Dining
AL FRESCO
BY CLAUDIA ALARCÓN

RESTAURANTS IN SAN ANTONIO AND
AUSTIN CREATE BEAUTIFUL PATIOS
FOR YEAR-ROUND ENJOYMENT.
There’s just something about dining outdoors that
turns dinner into a festive occasion. It gives us a chance
to slow down and relax in the fresh air, and it actually
makes food taste better. Local restaurants have taken advantage of our area’s temperate climate and lovely
landscapes with comfortable, casual patios that elevate
any dining experience.
24 H O M E D E S I G N & D E C O R A U S T I N - S A N A N T O N I O
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The terrace on the third floor of the Canopy Hotel
by Hilton San Antonio is home to Otro, an open-air bar
overlooking the River Walk. The location, at eye level with
the beautiful cypress trees that line the river, creates the
relaxing atmosphere of a faraway place while retaining its
distinctive San Antonio flavor. Colorful Mexican floor tiles,
comfy yet simple furnishings and a stunning centerpiece
bar complete the gorgeous setting.
Otro showcases an agave-centric cocktail menu featuring interesting signature drinks like the River Walker,
which combines La Venenosa Raicilla Tabernas, D’Aristi
Xtabentun liqueur, lychee puree, Mahina coconut liqueur
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OTRO BY CANOPY HILTON SAN ANTONIO

and lime juice, and the Amor Prohibido, a playful homage to the Queen
of Tejano that blends Espolon Silver
Tequila with a spicy tamarind and
grapefruit soda and fresh lime juice,
garnished with a Mexican candy rim.
Although small, the Mexican-inspired
food menu is big on flavor, with cantina bites such as carnitas tacos, shrimp
cocktail and halibut ceviche.
High above the River Walk, on the
20th floor of the new Thompson Hotel,
is The Moon’s Daughters, an indooroutdoor rooftop restaurant and bar with a name inspired
by the Greek goddess of the moon. The 300-seat space is
elegant yet comfortable, open for happy hour, dinner and
late-night dining. Here, some of the city’s best live music
also elevates the mood.
The menu features Mediterranean-inspired dishes created by Executive Chef Robert Cantu. Start with a sharable
artichoke hummus with feta, olives and artichoke chips,
or the showstopping chargrilled octopus skewers served
with lacto-fermented local potatoes, hazelnuts and a savory
bottarga lemon butter. Entrées include meat, seafood and
vegetarian dishes with a variety of sides and a build-yourown mezze option.
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022
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Best Quality Daughter, the popular AsianAmerican restaurant at Pearl, initially did not
have plans for a large outdoor patio. But with
packed house after packed house, the team
decided to make their patio much larger and add
additional space to create more open-air seating
for guests. This quirky concept by chefs Jennifer Hwa Dobbertin and Quealy Watson, the duo
behind the celebrated Hot Joy, continues pushing
the envelope with creative, fun fare that honors
Dobbertin’s Asian-American heritage.
The new patio is perfect for sipping an expertly
BEST QUALITY DAUGHTER,
crafted cocktail like the General Tsour — spiced
PHOTO BY MARLA SEGURA
rum, spiced pear cordial, cinnamon bitters and
aquafaba, or one of their fun boozy boba teas.
Pair with a snack such as the must-have Impossible potstickers (you’ll never know they are vegan) and share the
fabulous salt-n-pepper shrimp with someone you love.
Set in the heart of the Mueller development in Central
Austin, L’Oca d’Oro is a sustainable, true farm-to-table
restaurant where the kitchen staff, led by chef owner Fiore
Tedesco, makes everything from breads to fresh cheeses,
vinegars, liqueurs and of course, pasta. Just like he would in
Italy, Tedesco shops daily at local farmers’ markets sourcing
sustainably raised ingredients to create menus that change
almost daily. The bar program, overseen by co-owner Adam
Orman, serves signature cocktails to match the seasonal
philosophy and features a lovely wine list filled with organic
and natural offerings.
The only thing Tedesco and Orman needed to achieve
the perfect neighborhood Italian trattoria was proper
outdoor seating. So last summer, after getting permission
from Mueller, they built a deck over two parking spaces and
added plants and trees, beautiful umbrellas, comfy furniture and installed fans and speakers. Now, the space looks
like a cute sidewalk café reminiscent of those in European
cities, perfect for al fresco dining.
Another beautiful newcomer in Central Austin takes a
different approach, creating an ambiance that invokes that
L’OCA D’ORO,
tropical vacation you’ve been trying to take. Bobo’s Snack
PHOTO BY CHRISTIAN REMDE
Bar was born after Bethany Andrée and husband Karl were
forced to close their beloved Snack Bar on South Congress.
Named after their cat, Bobo’s channels a super friendly,
beachside vibe in a cozy patio with thatched umbrellas and
a touch of tiki for good measure.
As the name implies, the food consists of snacky items
sourced from local purveyors, including a pretzel with
Bavarian mustard spread, edamame hummus with fresh
veggies and za’atar crackers and the ever-so-popular masa
cakes topped with braised beef or black beans, avocado,
queso fresco, house pickled onions and Humble House
hot sauce. Creative cocktails, local craft beers and lovingly
selected wines round out the perfect outdoor adventure
with friends. u
BOBO’S SNACK BAR
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AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • condos
remodels • commercial

Stephanie Villavicencio

Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com

to bi n sm i t h arc h i te c t. co m

PROJECT AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY YOUNIQUE DESIGNS

INTERIORS

The living room is a bright and spacious centerpiece of the home featuring
original oak wood floor, walls and trim in Sherwin-Williams® Origami White
and ceiling accent squares in Worldly Gray. Originally designed for passive
cooling, the screened porch comes with top transom windows that are
motorized to open for that much needed South Texas cross breeze through
the home into the second level bedrooms.

MODERN
CRAFTSMAN
IN 2018, THE HOMEOWNERS OF THIS PRAIRIE-INSPIRED
HOME WITH DEEP OVERHANGS, LINEAR LINES,
AMPLE GLASS AND A GENEROUS TWO-STORY SCREENED
PORCH, CONTACTED PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT CRAIG
MCMAHON AIA OF CRAIG MCMAHON ARCHITECTS
WITH ONE GOAL IN MIND.

BY KIMBERLY A. SUTA | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHEW NIEMANN
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T

“THE FAMILY WANTED TO MAKE THE SECOND
floor more accessible by way of an elevator, but the home
had a unique architectural Wrightian style, which would be
disrupted, not to mention the significant cost of an elevator
and interruption to the roofline, so I proposed adding in a
second primary bedroom on the lower level,” notes McMahon. “That’s when everything opened up to what we could
do with this house.”
The home is situated in San Antonio’s Shavano Park on
a three-acre property amongst an expanse of mature oak
trees and McMahon, who spun out of the highly acclaimed
Lake|Flato Architects in 2004, has since continued to focus
on sustainable living with a great respect for the land and
32 H O M E D E S I G N & D E C O R A U S T I N - S A N A N T O N I O
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design that works in tandem with nature. In that regard,
they preserved as many trees as they could during the
process on this project. The unique one-story additions
seamlessly blend into the serene landscape. “The site offered space for expansion and the new design engaged a
courtyard concept to the home’s west side,” McMahon says.
Built in the ‘90s, the original home incorporated many
sustainable elements, particularly passive cooling. “The
original home had interesting features for its time,” says
McMahon. “Air comes through the screened porch into the
great room, and flows into the bedrooms on the second
floor. It’s more than opening windows for air flow; it’s flowing across three different spaces in a really unique way.”
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Throughout, craftsman features were preserved like the staircase
handrail, original front door and the foyer bench, which was repurposed
from an original cabinet. The original stone fireplace is highlighted with
a new Dekton® by Cosentino® flush hearth to complement the owner’s
living room furnishings. The fine hand-knotted wool and silk rug is by
NR Interiors.

Following along with the original concept, the addition’s
spaces — a primary bedroom suite and enclosed natatorium — were added with operable doors and windows on
both sides of the spaces to allow for passive cooling while
fully embracing the unique site’s mature oak trees.
In the end, the renovation encompassed an entire remodel of the first floor, including the addition of a primary
bedroom, an open and connected kitchen expansion that
is three times larger than the original kitchen, an enlarged
laundry/craft and sewing room, a compact indoor natatorium that connects to the main house and the private
courtyard. The new pool house blends into the courtyard
and tucks itself under the towering oak trees.

Nicole Roberts Winmill of NR Interiors was brought on
as the principal interior designer. She has over 20 years of
experience in high-end residential design that includes new
construction, remodel transformation and assisting clients
with finishing touches such as fine furnishings, window
coverings and one-of-a-kind pieces for their custom homes.
“The goal was to transform a compact Arts and Craftsstyle home into a refreshed, spacious beautifully appointed
home while maintaining the organic tranquility of the
home and adding a mid-century modern vibe inspired by
the homeowner’s existing furnishings and artwork,” shares
Winmill. “It inspired us to add mid-century touches such as
our light fixture choices.”
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The true gem of the house and family favorite is the now exceptionally
spacious kitchen with oak flooring, which was refinished to match the
original living room floor. Upper cabinets are painted Sherwin-Williams®
Drift of Mist, with lowers in Grays Harbor. The island table, coffee bar
and pantry are Rift Sawn White Oak. This accent wall also conceals a hot
water heater on the far-left end. The Blued Steel custom venthood is by
Wanderlust Ironworks.
The well-appointed dining room features a Rift Sawn White Oak cabinet
and an elegant chandelier by Hudson Valley Lighting.
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PHOTO BY CRAIG MCMAHON AIA

LEFT PAGE: The beautiful and airy primary bedroom with a custom
mahogany floating dresser and bench is the fulcrum of this architectural
remodel as it was the solution to the elevator dilemma. It makes the
primary bedroom accessible on the first floor, as it used to be upstairs.
The sophisticated new master bath features a bathroom vanity wall
with a thin wood veneer chevron pattern wallpaper by Thibaut and
faucet and shower fixtures by Brizo Litze Collection in a polished nickel
finish. The stunning tile floor and shower walls are by Stone Project and
Sand Falda while the countertops, tub deck and shampoo niche are
Lagos Blue Limestone.

RIGHT PAGE: The new pool house frames the courtyard opposite the
primary suite addition.
The lovely and feminine girl’s bedroom features a Serena and Lily Capiz
Honeycomb Chandelier and a built-in dresser and shelves in SherwinWilliams Berry Bush with walls in Rosebud. Another hand-knotted wool
and silk fine rug by NR Interiors adorns the room.
The girl’s bathroom showcases a vanity wall in a gorgeous Ann Sacks®
hive mosaic tile. The countertop is a White Macabus Quartzite and the
vanity cabinet is painted with Sherwin-Williams Gray Matters. The Brizo
Odin faucet in chrome serves as a sleek accent while the Mitzi sconces
and cabinetry knobs are a blushing Rose Gold.
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LEFT PAGE: This showstopping wallpaper in the transformed powder bathroom is by Ann Jackson in Turquoise Squash Blossom. The custom vanity is
a black pearl leathered granite with mitered top and mahogany legs. The
bathroom also features a Brizo Litze faucet in a Luxe Gold finish, a Gabby
Home Lovell mirror and a clear acrylic backsplash with brass standoffs.
RIGHT PAGE: This “fun”-ctional laundry room doubles as a craft and sewing
room, made striking with a Walker Zanger® Lemongrass Long Hex Tile and
bold cabinetry in Sherwin-Williams Seaworthy with Top Knobs Antique
Brass for the cabinet pulls. The countertops are White Quartz and oak.

“Nicole and I had never met before. After we finished
with the architectural side of the home, I started noticing
the work being done by her and it was really, really well
done. It’s a different level of design. We’ve been working on
a lot of projects together since then,” says McMahon.
One of the most unexpected treasures created during the
remodel is the fun little powder room located beneath the
stairs, which was once a dark, tight, unappealing room that
has since been transformed. “We achieved this with colorful watercolor-style wallpaper and created a custom black
granite built-up vanity on walnut tapered legs. To protect the
paper from water splashes, we installed a crystal-clear acrylic
splash supported with brass standoffs,” explains Winmill.
“But I’m most proud of the kitchen,” she continues. “The
kitchen is the heart of the home. The whole family cooks
together, and it’s an activity that they really enjoy doing as a

family, so this is a really active space for them. An enormous amount of design detail went into executing that.”
The kitchen countertops are not only stunning but also
durable with quartz as the perimeter top. The island features an exquisite quartzite waterfall edge that is uniquely
intersected by a hefty white oak butcherblock countertop
that serves as a table end of this island. Winmill pointed out
the effort that went into making sure the detailed materials,
such as the use of three different finishes on the cabinetry,
were not only gorgeous but highly functional.
“The kitchen is gorgeous with very striking finishes,” McMahon agrees. “We’ve taken a craftsman home and made it
more modern while still staying within that craftsman look
and feel. It’s unbelievable how open it is from the inside to
the outside, from what it used to be. Every single addition
is connected with glass through a series of pavilions. It’s so
transparent, they have to watch out for birds.”
“Craig’s additions just look so natural — they’re natural
extensions of the existing home that really create such a
beautiful living space for the family,” says Winmill. u
CRAIG MCMAHON ARCHITECTS
210-710-3874 | cmarchtx.com
NR INTERIORS
210-499-0008 | nrinteriors.com
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MARVELOUS
MID-CENTURY
THE HUSBAND-AND-WIFE TEAM OF HAVEN DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION POURED THEIR HEARTS
INTO A MID-CENTURY RENOVATION IN ALAMO HEIGHTS
FOR MARVELOUS RESULTS.

BY DREW HENRY | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MATTHEW NIEMANN

T

THIS 1959 ALAMO HEIGHTS MID-CENTURY RANCH
had seen its heyday and was in a state of disrepair when the
Haven design team came across the property while searching for a potential flip project. Haven Design and Construction is an award-winning design firm led by husband-andwife team Jana and Armando Valdez. This interior designer
and contractor pair met salsa dancing, and it was a match
made in home design heaven. They have been creating
lifestyle-centric homes ever since in a variety of styles.
However, this personal flip project was their first step into
mid-century modern design.
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“I was never actually a big fan of mid-century design,”
starts Jana. “I always associated it with dark woods, choppy
floorplans and dated paneling. However, researching the
design style for this project and finding ways to modernize it has truly changed my perception. We discovered that
mid-century design could be light, bright and the perfect
complement to modern living. It is actually one of my
favorite styles now.”
The well-loved home included dated fixtures and a floorplan broken up by a haphazard 1980s addition. To begin, the
Haven team updated all plumbing and electrical, and ran a
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The expanded open-concept kitchen features original wood beams and
clerestory windows modernized with cutting-edge appliances and finishes.
A combination of walnut and Moscow Midnight blue by Sherwin-Williams®
cabinets pop against a white subway tile backsplash in a soldier stack lay.
Brushed brass hardware from CB2 adds a finishing touch. A massive central
island is highlighted by marble-look quartz counters with a waterfall edge
and a dynamic chandelier by Visual Comfort. The professional-grade
JennAir® appliance package includes a 48-inch range.

A foyer was created with a custom geometric diving wall in walnut —
a nod to the triangular designs pulled from the clerestory windows —
that provides structure and guidance from the entry. The existing wood
beams were covered in complementing wood.
The combined living and dining room is united with walnut-toned wood
floors and coordinating mid-century inspired furnishings from Joybird,
West Elm and Arteriors. Made-to-order artwork is from Leftbank Art in
a variety of abstract canvases. The new elements feel at home with the
original stacked stone fireplace that was meticulously cleaned to remove
many years of discoloration.
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new gas line to the kitchen. The HVAC had been recently
upgraded, but all windows and doors needed to be replaced
with energy efficient models. Then they tackled the layout,
deciding to open up the space by doubling the size of the
kitchen, incorporating a study that can be converted to a
fourth bedroom and adding a laundry and mudroom combination space off the pool, which was achieved by enclosing
a third of the two-and-a-half car garage. They had to install
a 30-foot LVL beam to carry the structural load between the
kitchen and living room to accomplish their goals.
“My husband, Armando, actually purchased tractor tires to
make carts so we could carry the beam into the house,” laughs
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Jana. “I tell people I’m married to MacGyver because he always finds a way to bring my ambitious design plans to life.”
Throughout the renovation, the Haven team sought a
balance of preserving the original architecture while updating the space for modern living with a design that was
universally appealing. “We kept the original stone fireplace,
the wood beams, the clerestory windows and many of the
charming features that made this home unique,” explains
Jana. “We even found inspiration in them rather than working against them. For example, I carried the triangle shape
of the clerestory windows through textiles, furnishings and
a new custom-made dividing wall in the foyer.”

FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022

The primary suite includes a custom-made closet design, maximizing
the mid-century era floor plan. The closet has built-ins and pull-down
hangers that can be concealed with woven bamboo sliding doors. The
attached bath is grounded with a cement-tile-look porcelain in an atomic
pattern from the Allora Collection by Bedrosians Tile. A stepped walnut
vanity adds dimension, while pivot mirrors allow ease of use without
compromising the original clerestory window. The team removed an
existing linen closet on the vanity wall to accommodate two sinks, along
with a smaller closet adjacent to the shower, which provided room for
a quartz shower bench with a glass shower surround to create a more
luxurious showering experience.
The previous formal dining room was converted into a home office.
A closet was added so that it could also be used as an additional
bedroom if the new homeowners desired.
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LEFT PAGE: Off the pool, a laundry and mudroom
combination offer practicality and style. The mixeduse space features a mid-century inspired terrazzolook porcelain floor tile, storage solutions and a
geometric laundry sink backsplash by Oceanside
Tile. The original laundry was inconveniently
located in the garage. By enclosing a portion of
the existing two-and-a-half car garage, the team
gained 180 square feet of conditioned space while
still retaining a full two-car garage.
RIGHT PAGE: The guest bath draws inspiration from
the colorful geometric window shade fabric from
the Thom Filicia collection by Kravet. The playful
lines are echoed in the angles of the vanity, mirror
and wall sconces by Rejuvenation.

While the home’s exterior was in good condition, the
team found ways to increase indoor-outdoor living and flow.
“Having outdoor spaces for entertaining is huge right now,”
explains Jana. “We wanted to increase flow by putting in
glass doors to the patio. We also designed a custom wood
and steel pergola to anchor the patio space and match the
roof’s slope. It defines the outdoor living area.” In addition,
the team preserved part of the original stacked stone fence,
incorporating linear cedar planks for privacy, and landscaped
with mid-century-inspired plantings.
“This home was definitely a challenge, but it will always
hold a special place in my heart,” adds Jana. “After all,
this home made me fall in love with mid-century design!”
The young couple who purchased the home feels the
same way. u
HAVEN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
210-996-9494 | havendesignandconstruction.com
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PERFECTLY
PATTERNED
AN AUSTIN HOME IS BATHED IN COLOR
AND ENDLESS PERSONALIZED STYLE.

BY DREW HENRY | PHOTOGRAPHY BY RYAN DAVIS

T

“THESE CLIENTS LOVE COLOR, WHICH IS WHAT
made this renovation project so fun,” explains interior
designer Madison Mullins of CG&S Design-Build, a fullservice design-build firm based in Austin, Texas, and
known for its unique ability to do it all under one roof. As
they say, they do more than fix houses — they make houses
whole (and colorful).
The family wanted to turn their dark and dated midcentury ranch home into a bright, colorful, personalized
retreat. Structurally, the CG&S design team wanted to

The kitchen nails the perfect recipe for bold color while maintaining a
fresh and clean space for gourmet cooking. Peekaboo yellow accent walls
painted in Lemonade Stand by Kelly-Moore® highlight a beverage bar
complete with a wine fridge and built-in espresso machine. A rich Sea of
Atlantis blue by Kelly-Moore island defines the central gathering space
while supporting white cabinetry, terrazzo tile and range backsplash tile
by Walker Zanger® give the area a crisp look. A professional-grade stainless steel appliance package by Miele® makes this a dream kitchen for the
home chef. (Did we mention it includes two dishwashers?)
The breakfast nook channels mid-century style with a retro-print lemon
wallpaper by Wall Shoppe and Venezia Terrazzo tile by Artistic Tile. It is
the perfect spot to enjoy a lively breakfast with the family or host a casual
wine night with friends.
A vanity in the guest bath continues the blue-as-a-neutral theme, painted
in Kelly-Moore Emerald Spring with walls in Kelly-Moore Light Wave. The
wallpaper, from Grow House Grow, is titled Petticoat Palm in Carmela.
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022
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LEFT PAGE: The primary bathroom is grounded with a wallpaper-effect,
glass mosaic tile accent wall by Ann Sacks®, echoing the patterned theme
of the home. This impactful wall is supported by cabinetry painted in
London Sky by Kelly-Moore and walls painted in a pale North Star blue
by Sherwin-Williams®.
RIGHT PAGE: Matching “Jill-and-Jill” bathroom vanities painted in
Alexandrian Sky blue by Kelly-Moore are accented with coordinating
(yet unique) floral wallpapers by Anthropologie. Each one of the little
girls who call this house home gets an equal vanity set outfitted with a
touch of their own personal style.

honor the home’s architectural integrity while bringing in a
more eclectic interior style that still felt cohesive with the
design period.
“It was an amazing experience getting to know the
clients during the renovation of this mid-century ranch
home. This family is energetic, and they needed their home
to reflect their fun personalities,” says Mullins. “Today, one
of the top trends in interior design is personalization and
unique features. We were ahead of the design curve on this
project.”
The team vaulted the ceiling in the kitchen to bring in
more light and a sense of volume while maintaining a classic mid-century aesthetic. Installers ran new hickory En
Bois hardwood flooring throughout the home, accenting
with traditional terrazzo tile. “There was actually original
terrazzo tile in the entryway of the home,” explains Mullins,
“but we weren’t able to preserve it. Bringing in the new terrazzo nods to what was once there.”
The stars of the design, however, are the beautiful shades
of vibrant colors and bold patterns that grace the walls
and cabinets. Blues, yellows, florals and abstracts come
together to add energy, fun and happiness to every room.
“The colors and patterns are definitely eclectic but they all
work together and feel at home in the space,” says Mullins.
“One of my favorite moments was selecting wallpapers for
the personalized vanities in the girls’ bathroom. I selected
the papers with their daughters, and they were delighted to
have a say in their space.”
To coordinate the diverse set of finishes, the team used
3D rendering software throughout the design process to
test each material. The final result is cohesive bliss. “We
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022
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brought in so much color that blues really started to act
as our neutrals,” states Mullins. “When going this bold in
design choices, you have to make sure everything works
before you make it permanent. I love that we were able to
represent the family’s style in a way that feels timeless and
will serve them for years to come.”
She adds, “It’s hard to pick a favorite finish in this home
because they are all so unique. I love the primary bath tile
accent wall that ties in these calming colors while making
a statement. One of my favorite wallpapers is the pool bath
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In the light and bright pool bath, a bold blue vanity in Water Chi by KellyMoore pairs with an interpretive print called Flashdance in the colorway
Margaritaville wallpaper by Abnormals Anonymous. With material names
like these, you know the space has to be fun!

selection. It’s called Flashdance Margaritaville. How could
you not have fun with that?” u
CG&S DESIGN-BUILD
512-444-1580 | cgsdb.com
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ORGANIC

CHEMISTRY
A MONOCHROMATIC PALETTE IS ENLIVENED WITH
ORGANIC NATURAL MATERIALS IN GLOSS AND HONED
FINISHES, AND REPEATED THROUGHOUT MULTIPLE SPACES
OF A NEARLY WHOLE-HOME RENOVATION.
BY CLAUDIA ALARCÓN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY JENNIFER SIU-RIVERA
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BUILT IN THE ‘90S, THIS HOME, LOCATED IN THE
Inwood neighborhood of San Antonio, was long overdue
for an update. The homeowners looked to interior designer
Shea Pumarejo with Younique Designs to complete the
dramatic transformation. “The homeowners wanted a more
modern, masculine feeling without being cold and stark. I
used organic natural materials in matte and honed finishes
in order to keep a warm, homey feeling, and I repeated
materials throughout the home. You’ll notice the same
materials used in different sizes and applications, which
provides consistency but also keeps things interesting,”
says Pumarejo.
The entire renovation project included the combined
kitchen and living areas, a primary bath and guest bath. The
house was divided in two, with the kitchen closed off to the
rest of the living spaces. And as was the style in the ‘90s,
there were tray ceilings, furr-downs, florescent lighting and
floral wallpaper everywhere.
Beginning in the kitchen, Pumarejo removed the tray
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Aries Woodworks designed the custom wood cabinets with pull-outs
and automated door lifts, as well as the built-in shelving in the living and
breakfast rooms. The floating metal shelves were made by Forged Oaks
and the light fixtures are from Troy Lighting. The kitchen’s centerpiece
island is a striking quartzite fabricated by Universal Marble. Called Tropical Storm, the quartzite features a black background
highlighted with fine white and gold veins. But within beauty lies
functionality, with cabinets built under the island: “The front side of the
island by the cooktop is the same material as the cabinets on the cooktop
run and the back side of the island matches the high-gloss doors on the
oven wall of cabinets,” says Pumarejo.
A Dacor® refrigerator is concealed in the bank of cabinets along the
cooktop wall. The cooktop is also by Dacor, with the steam and double
wall ovens by Bosch®.
Adjacent to the kitchen, a new fireplace was fronted with stone in two
different textures to create a striped effect. The built-ins coordinate with
the matte cabinet wall by Aries Woodworks.
The homeowners are also wine enthusiasts, and wanted their wine collection to be a showpiece in the newly designed space. Pumarejo sourced
racks from Wineracks America with plans to add custom glass and black
iron doors that repeat the shape and material of the iron floating shelves.
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A glass block window was replaced with a picture window, and a motorized shade provides privacy while still allowing natural light to filter in
for the makeup vanity. Lighting is supplemented with pendants from
Restoration Hardware.
His and hers vessel sinks with wall mounted faucets rest atop a floating
vanity with countertops in Absolute Black leathered granite—a nod to
the kitchen’s perimeter counters.
The homeowners wanted a shower big enough for two, so an existing closet was removed to make room. During demo, an air duct was
discovered that spanned the shower space. Fortunately, the duct was low
enough to accommodate a shower bench overtop. The free-standing tub
was placed in the center of the room and an entablature was designed to
create a visual focal point.
A large linen cabinet was added to make up for storage space lost in the
removal of the former closet.

ceilings and furr-downs, allowing her to lift the ceiling on
one side of the house to match the other, and removed the
walls so the home would flow together seamlessly. The
kitchen was placed at an angle, improving foot traffic and
transforming it into the hub of the home and a great space
to entertain.
“We used a monochromatic color scheme and played
with various textures of natural, organic elements to create
contrasts in the spaces,” says Pumarejo. “We chose the
wood floors for their color and simple grain pattern that
created a nice neutral canvas from which to build.”
FEBRUARY / MARCH 2022
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A large format porcelain tile with a bold agate vein from Design Finishes
provides a striking focal point for both the shower surround and the
vanity’s backsplash. Over the vanity, a wood border contrasts with the
matte-finished cabinets. The double stone sinks and vanity are actually
part of a complete unit from Stone Forest that includes the rich polished
wood panel that surrounds the vanity wall.
Four wall sconces from Restoration Hardware provide ample lighting in
the compact space. The gold finish adds a touch of subdued elegance
and is carried through the open plumbing, fixtures and door hardware.
All bath accessories are by Brizo®.

Pumarejo used different cabinet materials within the
kitchen to add interest. “The cabinets that hold the wall
ovens and pantries are a high-gloss material that reflects
light and contrasts nicely with the floors, which are a matte
finish and absorb the light,” explains Pumarejo, “while the
opposite cabinets are in two-tone matte black and wood to
complement them.” Floating black iron and wood shelves
flank the matte black venthood from Zephyr.
Pumarejo designed custom storage such as pull-out
pantry cabinets and deep drawers so the homeowner can
access items in the back and lower cabinets more easily.
She says, “The upper cabinet doors are motorized and open
when you touch them, because the homeowner is short and
would have had to use a step stool otherwise.”

A high-gloss surface is repeated on the striking island,
with honed counters and a satin-finish tile backsplash on
the perimeter counters. The kitchen’s waterfall island is
Tropical Storm quartzite, the perimeter counters are
Absolute Black leathered granite and the subway tile
backsplash is by Soho.
The new kitchen includes a steam oven plus two fullsized wall ovens. A microwave is concealed in the small appliance cabinet, which has a latch switch to turn off power
to the appliances when the doors are closed. Housing small
appliances inside a cabinet leaves the countertops free of
clutter, which is ideal in a contemporary kitchen space. “We
chose appliances according to the homeowners’ preferred
cooking methods,” adds Pumarejo.
The primary bath was transformed into a luxury spa retreat, and won the National Kitchen and Bath Design Competition in 2021. The striking centerpiece of the new bath
is a free-standing tub and entablature created by mitering
a large format agate-patterned porcelain tile to form a slab
effect. “We left a reveal around it and added LED lighting to
create ambient lighting for the perfect spa experience while
soaking in the tub,” notes Pumarejo.
Lighting was also added in the shower niches. The
shower-built-for-two includes two rain showerheads and
a wall of body jets. Two different textures of the same
natural stone line the shower and vanity walls—an application also used on the living room’s fireplace surround.
The floors are a Breccia Marrone honed marble, which
is slip resistant and contrasts nicely with the high-gloss
finish of the linen cabinets—a material repeated from the
kitchen cabinets.
The guest bath is one of the homeowners’ favorite
rooms since the renovation. Situated opposite the kitchen
and fireplace, a black matte and wood linen cabinet was
recreated in the guest bath to bring cohesion to the connecting spaces. Taking a cue from the primary bath, the
same large format porcelain tile with a bold agate vein
lines the shower walls and serves as a backsplash for double stone sinks from Stone Forest. Floor tile is the same
Breccia Marrone honed marble, this time in a hexagon
pattern. Brushed brass accessories, lighting and hardware
add stunning accents in this clean, modern space that
evokes a luxury hotel.
This impressive remodel proves that a few structural
changes, complemented by the perfect composition of
high-quality materials and a designer’s discriminating eye,
can transform an outdated home into a showstopping space
that embodies both functionality and elegance. u
YOUNIQUE DESIGNS
210-354-7828 | myyouniquedesigns.com
RICK REED
210-415-8175
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

WHAT’S COOKING IN
THE KITCHEN?

WELLS MASON

It’s no secret that kitchen remodels are
popular among homeowners. Who doesn’t
want to replace laminate countertops,
old appliances and drafty windows? Plus,
studies show that kitchen remodels are
one of the best ways to increase the value
of a home. So, what are some of the latest
trends for kitchen remodels?

BUILDERS FIRSTSOURCE

NATURE CALLS — “One trend I’m
seeing is the resurgence of wood tones,”
says Christy M. Bowen, Certified Master
Kitchen and Bath Designer and owner of
Twelve Stones Designs in Austin. “More
people are craving the look of wood grain and natural wood
stains.” She adds, “I love that stained wood is coming back. The
warmth and richness of wood grain is cozy, and indoor organic
elements have a very calming and grounding effect.”
Jill Siegel, Chief Inspiration Officer for LAVISH kitchen +
bath in Austin and (soon) San Antonio, says, “Walnut and white
oak have beautiful linear grains and on-point tones which will
continue to be popular for kitchens in 2022. Walnut’s naturally
rich color is neutral, making slab-front walnut kitchens a favorite

Design Build

& Home Renovations

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Kitchen under $60k

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Interior Element
under $30k
www.BesBuilder.com
512.351.0258

going forward. With white oak, walnut’s lighter counterpart, it’s
also neutral and gorgeous in color with an entirely modern feel
and richness, creating an on-trend palette for a timeless design.”
COLOR THEORY — But what about color? According to
Bowen, “White cabinets are still a classic mainstay, but I’m also
seeing more of the two-toned cabinet look that was so popular
20 years ago. This was a design trend that incorporated stained
wood cabinet boxes and painted doors, or vice versa.”
Siegel says, “White kitchens will continue to dominate in 2022.
Black kitchens will continue to be popular as well. Blue will stick
around and become classic, but we see green also making a big
splash this year! Scandinavian-inspired soft neutrals, as well as
pops of peach, will all be trending in 2022.”
ENDURING STYLE — It’s important to remember that trends
come and go, but the best design trends are always rooted in
beauty and functionality, and those design trends will endure. u
For more information about the National Association of the
Remodeling Industry, or to scroll through our member list for your
next remodel project, please visit our Austin website at austinnari.
org or our San Antonio website at remodelsanantonio.org.
This guest column is courtesy of Wells Mason, Business
Development Manager for Builders FirstSource in Central Texas.
Builders FirstSource is a proud NARI member.
This column is sponsored by Bes Builder.
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SPOTLIGHT

Texas Society of Architects Award for
Community Service
in Honor of James D. Pfluger FAIA

Founding principal of Studio8,
Milton E. Hime, AIA, has assisted more than 25 nonprofits
in 25 years. His early community work was volunteeroriented — Housing Resources
Association, Hands on Housing,
Habitat for Humanity — but for
almost three decades now,
he has demonstrated a more
rigorous commitment through
pro-bono design and placemaking work for basic needs,
child development, faith and public organizations. He’s
worked on projects for nonprofits like Caritas of Austin, the
Central Texas Food Bank and People’s Community Clinic
(PCC), often serving on their governance boards and
capital campaign committees. For the last 18 years, Hime
has worked with PCC in site selection, building design,
interior renovations, budget development, fundraising
efforts and was an active board member.

McKinney York Architects
Elevate Staff to Principals

McKinney York Architects is proud
to announce the
promotion of Brian
Carlson, AIA, LEED AP
BD+C and Will Wood,
AIA, RID to Principal.
Principals demonstrate leadership in
BRIAN CARLSON
WILL WOOD
combination with
a shared vision for firm success, as well as exceptional
performance in design, management and project execution. Carlson has a 20-year tenure with the firm and
his most recent project, the Montopolis Recreation and
Community Center, AIA Austin Design Award Commendation for Affordable Sustainability recipient, was certified LEED Gold and showcases his attention to detail
and dedication to community engagement. Wood was
formally trained in both architecture and engineering
and has led design on many high-profile projects over
his 20-year tenure with the firm, most notably the McGarrah Jessee Building in downtown Austin, recipient
of AIA Austin Design Award Citation of Honor and Texas
Society of Architects Design Award. mckinneyyork.com

Design Team Promotes
Healing and Well Being

Complimentary Design Services
at Maldon Cabinetry
Maldon Cabinetry has been manufacturing and distributing semi-custom and custom cabinetry for 33 years in
Connecticut, and has expanded to Austin to serve the
Central Texas market. Cabinets are proudly made in the
USA and Canada, with quality as the top priority, and
are available in a wide array of styles ranging from traditional stained finishes to contemporary with high-gloss
finishes, and everything in between. Complimentary
design services make the cabinet buying experience as
enjoyable as possible. maldoncabinetry.com

Mark Ashby
Design has partnered with SAFE,
the nonprofit
organization that
shelters and supports survivors
of violence, sex
trafficking and
domestic abuse,
to redesign 530
square feet the
facility’s public spaces bringing beautiful design and a
fresh outlook to six communal living quarters. The design
firm raised money throughout 2020 and 2021 by incentivizing their clients via interior design discounts, donating
proceeds from design projects, volunteering to design
events for corporate donations, and ended the fundraising with a public GoFundMe campaign. “Our goal was
to support the valuable and important work SAFE provides by creating a warm and welcoming environment
for survivors to heal and to process the next brave phase
of their lives,” says Christina Simon, Senior Designer, Mark
Ashby Design. markashbydesign.com
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ARCHITECTS

INTERIOR DESIGN

Tobin Smith Architect
www.tobinsmitharchitect.com
210-817-4744

Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512-443-3200

ASSOCIATIONS

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstructio.com
210-996-9494

Austin NARI
www.austinnari.org
512-375-2601

Laura Burton Interiors
www.lauraburtoninteriors.com

NARI San Antonio
www.remodelsanantonio.org
210-826-7200

KITCHEN & BATH
Expressions Home Gallery
www.expressionshomegallery.com
Austin: 512-454-4526
San Antonio: 210-349-7878

CUSTOM CLOSETS
Container Store
www.containerstore.com
Austin: 512-349-0555
San Antonio: 210-341-7848

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery
www.fergusonshowrooms.com
Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032
San Antonio: 210-344-3013

CUSTOM GLASS DESIGN
Wimberley Glassworks
www.wgw.com
512-393-3316

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512-452-9511

FLOORING & TILE
Artisan Hardwood Floors
www.artisanfloors.com
512-928-1655

LUXURY HARDWARE
Finery
www.finerystudio.com

The Tile Shop
www.tileshop.com
Austin-South: 512-420-4146
Austin-Gateway: 512-420-4152
Round Rock: 737-209-5204
San Antonio-East: 210-998-5212
San Antonio-West: 210-201-8891

OUTDOOR LIVING
Blue Haven Pools
www.bluehaven.com
210-680-0006 / 800-262-7064
Summer Classics
www.summerclassicshome.com
Austin: 512-953-2650
San Antonio: 210-223-4610

HOME REMODELING
Bes Builder
www.besbuilder.com
512-351-0258

WINDOW COVERINGS & AWNINGS

Boerne Kitchens and Baths
www.boernekitchensandbaths.com
830-446-1506

Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512-608-0302

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstructio.com
210-996-9494

Vista Shade Co.
www.vistashadeco.com
210-571-7178

HomeDesignDecorMag.com
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization
The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738 | 512.608.0302
austintatiousblinds.com

